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America* a relations with Russia* despite 
their acknowledged importance today* hair© been the 
subject of only two major historical studies prior 
to the twentieth century j one by 1. 0. Hildt of 
the period prior to 1815* and E* F* Thomases work 
extending from 1015 to 186?.
This present study examines one aspect 
of Russo-American relations during the last third, 
of the nineteenth century and seeks- to, discover*, 
by examining certain cases bearing- -upon that aspect* 
the principles that guided each nation* g dealings 
with the other.
Relations between -the two countries had 
been cordial for many years prior to- the period 
covered by this investigation*, toward the close 
of the American. Civil War* however-* the first of a 
number of similar cases* in which differences be­
tween Russia and the United States showed themselves 
to be fundamental* involved the diplomatic staffs 
in a growing volume of correspondence that proved' to 
be .futile and productive only of clarification of 
differences that remained unsettled.
A review of cases in-dispute involving
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into the beginning of a coolness between the two 
natinns that was to grew as America’s stake in the 
Pacific increased* And, finally* the importance of 
the principles ©f spatial freedom to the American
V# 
w
IS 
f
©
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Chapter I 
The Problem of Expatriation to 1889
Article I, Section 8, Paragraph I*, of the 
constitution of the United State© re ads s ®Th© , 
Congress ©hall hare power to establish a uniform 
rule of naturalization*51 From time-to time since the 
ratification of the 'constitution Congress has 
'striven toward 'a uniform role* the first Congress 
enacted a statute on March 26, 1790, which is of
V
importance to the present study because the Act** 
establishing a rule for the acquisition of citizen­
ship in the United States by those of foreign birth*
' was based upon the principle of the right of ex­
patriation as inherent in the individual#
In this enactment the United States mad© 
one of its most Important...departures from the Accept­
ed doctrine of European legal eodes2 that allegiance
1.
1 Slat* 163*
Blackstone saysI *1% la a principle of universal 
law that the natural-born subject of one fewer 
camet by .any act of his own Cno# not by swearing 
allegiance to. another) put off or discharge his 
natural allegiance to the former; for this natural 
allegiance was Intrinsic*.,*and cannot be divert­
ed without the concurrent act of that Prince to 
whom it was first due*® {Quoted In th article by 
John Westlake and H. 8* heigh Bellot on ^Allegiance®* 
Encyclopedia. Britannlca. Chicago, I9M># I, p. 6k$*)
mm  Indelible— nemo potest exaere patriasu United 
States insistence on the right of expatriation had 
been one of the causes of the oar of -18X2 against 
England^
. Finally, in i860,. Goagress. affirmed the 
right of expatriation;, saying, that he. right-of ex* 
patriation is a natural and. Inherent right of all ..... 
people, indispensable to the enjoyment of the rights 
of life,. liberty and the pursuit of happineas,n and 
one of the "fundamental principles of (this) 
government*'*^
fhe strain placed on Russo-American rela-; 
tions during the latter part Of the nineteenth 
century'was interwoven with the Russian policy of 
that, day of placing a-variety of restrictions on the 
spafcial freedom of the Hebrew ethnic group that 
was continually enlarging as ■ the Russian:..Empire'©s* 
,p«rtt&ed Its territories*. .Since most of the recorded 
cases involving the problem of expatriation were con* 
eemed with Jews* .our ministers*: and. later ambassa- . 
dors* in St* Petersburg were sometimes tempted to
3 1 8 S & .  l£E2i®
Ij.
15 St at, 223*, . ’ •
plead the oases of United States nationals’ rights 
on a basis- of sympathy rather than-on treaty 'rights* 
On os© occasion Secretary of State Evarts .had. to 
remind the American- minister .in St* Petersburg, John 
W* Fosters.that the United States was justified in - 
its demands upon the Russian government not because 
of its pity for-the oppressed? but on the basis of - 
international treaty obligations entered into by 
both nations*^
A© will be seen in the following pages? 
failure by the two- governments- to agree on interpre** 
tatlon contributed to a worsening of the relations■ 
between the two countries that for so many years had 
been cordial* However* as President Grant’s Fifth 
Annual Message*, delivered to Congress on December 1* 
1873* implied? Russia was not the only nation whose 
legal cod© was objectionable in connection-with 
the process of expatriation*
larch 3* 1881* Papers Relating-̂  the Foreign 
Relations of the united States. {Department 
of State* iasEihgtbhfs iBHfjp. 1007. Herein­
after referred to as* for, Rol.
AIn Ms message h© t©ld Congress
Ph© Halted States, who led. the way in the 
overthrow of the feudal doctrine of perpetual 
allegiance, are among the last to indicate 
how their own eitisans may elect another na­
tionality* «* *ffe have already In our' treaties 
assented to the principles which would need to 
he embodied .in laws intended to accomplish 
such results* We have- agreed that citizens of 
the bulbed States may cease to he citizens 
and may voluntarily render allegiance to other 
powers# W© have agreed that residence.in a 
foreign, land, without intent to return, shall 
of itself work expatriation* We have agreed in 
some instances upon the length of tine neces- 
- sary for such continued residence to work a- pre- 
sumption of such Intent* 1 invite Congress 
now to mark out and define when and how expa­
triation ©an he accomplished* to regulate by law 
the condition of American women marrying for* 
signers? to fix the status of children horn In 
a foreign country of American parents residing 
more or less permanently abroad, mad to make 
rules for' determining such other kindred points 
as may seem best to Congress,
Eolations between the bulled Stales and Rus­
sia had been friendly for some time#* Such acts as 
the convention of lQ$ks concerning the rights of
£
lames B* Richardson, Messages and facers jgf the 
IrbiMbbtM* (Hew fork# W h X
^ For full treatments of Husso-Amerlean relations 
prior to this time see? J* C« Hlldt, Early 
llnlomatlfi negotiations ©£ Jh§ ini ted States and 
Russia, Johns Hopkins University Studies In.
History and Political Science, (Baltimore, 1906}, 
fol* m, and B* F. fhomas, Rusao-Aiaerican Relations* 
- l8l$-lo6?« Johns Hopkins bniversily Studio& 
in History and Political Science, (Baltimore, 1930) 
fol*
neutrals at sea,® American support of Russia during 
the Crimean War Russia’s firm support of' the federal 
government during the Civil War,1° and the 'missions 
of Admirals tosovsky and Popov, in 1863,H  although os­
tensibly directed against England, are sufficient
proofs of the mutual, friendliness of the too nations*.
* ' /
American press and public opinion did not hesitate to 
compare Alexander IX, the liberator, of the serfs, 'to 
line ©in, .the emancipator of', t o  slaves* then Karakosov 
made the first attempt to assassinate the Russian em­
peror in 1866," Congress unanimously adopted a resolu­
tion expressing, gratification upon the occasion of the 
Ihaperor1 s providential escape from death.1^
8 si i m t t m  4s ssm>vWashington, X90k), pp» oo4-o> .
^ S« A* Adamov, ^Russia and to' United states at the 
fime of t o  Civil War11, Journal of Modern History,
XX* (1930, p* 592 j Frank aolderT^^slan-Amerlean
S M 2 E i '
1C Adamov, clt.. p, 595#
11' Frank Colder, “the Russian Fleet .and the Civil War11, 
American Historical Review, XX* (1915)? PP» 801-12;
a, M* m m m *  loc, cft»:rge.,
Throughout the eastern crisis and the Turko-Rusaian 
War, the government of the United States maintained a 
friendly attitude toward Russia* This was parti-- 
eularly evidenced by the reconstruction and equipment 
of three American-built vessels and the construc­
tion of a fourth by Russia'at Grass’s Shipyards'in 
Philadelphia* Russia Intended'for the ships to be ua«* 
ed in privateering operations against Great Britain*-^
The case of Bernard Bernstein,^ a native
5; . ' '
of Isbica, Russian Poland,, appears to be the first 
case Involving expatriation in Russo-American rela­
tions* Bernstein* who was a naturalised American . 
citizen*, was arrested in October, IS6I1, while visiting 
M s  parents in.. Isbiea*. He ■ communicated 'with the 
American legation in .St* Petersburg,. and with the De­
partment of State' in Washington,. Though .Bernstein 
was soon released, he claimed to have lost a large 
amount of moneys as a direct 'result of his imprisonment*
13 . . .. ■.........this incident is- dealt with at length ins
Beals fed,), .American 3e,Wt^iej of J|§£&. 
and their Diplomacy* [lew fori * 19201* W f » ■ 
p* 22^TDlMmaaHcEemini sconces oflord Augustus
hoftus*̂ m f r xis^rw^r:.  'if," pp* i w - w r
beonid iTstraEovsky, ^Russia^ Privateering-
? r ^ ? ts of W f k  & m m .  rnmzL*(193£>,pp* 22-hOo
House Executive Document 179, i|.2nd Congress,
3rd Session* - ’
9
Several noted lawyers of the time took up his ease 
with Secretary of .State Will lam H. Seward, hat the lat­
ter did nob press'it with'the Russian government*. The 
fact that Be.mat©!h was obligated for military' service 
to Russia when he left in l$l\$ was a factor against 
him*
lost of the'cases of expatriation involved 
the right of United States citizens of Jewish origin to 
live in St* Petersburg and other cities of the empire 
where lews were not permitted to establish residence* 
Prom the beginning, however, the United States based all 
its claims on "“treaty obligations** a phrase that re­
curs again and again in the documents of the period* 
the Russian government considered all the difficulties 
In the light of whether the individual was dewish*
yews had generally been, excluded from Russia
from the earliest timess but m  the empire expanded
!
many Jews became incorporated into the enlarged state*
15 At that time Poland was in an-unsettled condition* - 
The American Minister* Cassius M* Olay* recommended 
to Secretary Seward that all naturalized American 
citizens bora In Russia should stay away, as several 
revolutionists in that country used American pass­
ports to escape detection* ’ This practice, too* 
brought Bernstein under -the suspicion of being'engag­
ed In revolutionary activities against the Russian 
state* Of# Dispatches, Russia, Vol.* 20, No. 66, 
December If, I80I4., The National Archives* Washington* 
quoted in House Executive Document 179* 42nd Don- 
gross, 3rd Session* p. 3*
modification .of .the general prohibition bocosao aoee#*
sary # ©specially after the eonfuoat of Poland ansi th© 
Crimea* vfa&m large sufteov owe already to be found* 
fbe modifications* fcocrove*# limited areas of residence 
only to areas neuly incorporated and did not drop 
the baa on t*> tbo older district# of lussia*^
4 fosmar Russian citicen naturalisod 4a 
the United States did. not consider gucb 1imitations on 
residence applicable to himself m m  though he tms. 
a. dee* Ibis ess the lino of reasoning used by a ocr*» 
tain Maim tfilooyhgld oban# In. the spring of 1000# ho 
appealed for relief to the United' States Department 
of State from a ftuesian order for him to quit the city 
of'At* Petersburg because of his beings a too* 
tfiotoffli Hoffman* the baited States minister ad interim 
at the time# .took up its© case and notified the Score** 
tany of State#aubse%uent .negotiations oifch the 
Hussion government resulted in Ifiloaynski*© being 
permitted H o  return to St.* MovtfMfg and remain for 
the limit of time granted to all foreigners upon 
their national pa#spcrb#*#^
Of**/ 3* \U*. ftstoco# History of the jfaao In luftaia 
‘ ©nd folaad, ( *
if . 'Hoffcm to Everts* Hay f# 100C* Roy»Itel«« 1000* p«996«
. i A
Foster to Svorto# Sec* .31# 1001# For»Bel*,alS0in
p* 10«t*
u
this was a diplomatic triumph for the United States, 
in sharp contrast to failure la later such cases*
Although nothing more’ was; heard of 'the 
Wllcsynski President James A. Garfield*s 'now
Secretary of State foresaw the possibility of future 
trouble when, during the summer of 1881* ho had Blais*
. tor Foster send’ a resume of 'the Hus sim laws applicable 
to foreign Jews *2# in this highly enlightening re* 
sume many Russian laws# otherwise unavailable in Eng* 
lish at the time, were reviewed* Foster listed the 
following areas as being, the sole- places where Israel* 
ties might dwell in the empires the provinces of 
Bessarabia, Vitos* Vitebsk, Volhynia, Grodno, Ek&terin- 
oalav, faurlda, Kershaw, Chernigov, Kovno, Minsk,
Mohilev, Poltava, Podoba, and Kiev* In the western 
frontier districts', they were kept at a minimum die* 
tanee of fifty versts from' the frontier* Inceptions were 
always made in the case of financially responsible 
Hebrews who. were engaged in industrial activity con*
19 Minister Foster reported to Secretary of State 
William M*,Everts that the United States legation 
in Berlin had Informed him that Wile synch! 
had. ̂ probably1* returned to Russia from Berlin, 
where he had gone after being ordered out of 
St. Petersburg* Ibid*# p* 1004*
20 Foster To Blaine, July ll|., l88l, Fgg* Rel*«
l88l, p. 1022* - ------
12
sidered useful to the empire., . Another exception was 
the practice of permitting Jewish soldiers to take 
up permanent residence in the locality where they, re­
ceived their discharge' from the Russian amiss# 
which in som© cases found such' dews hundreds of miles 
from their’ old homeland areas-*' Many times Russian 
legations would issue permits' to foreign' Jews allowing 
them to-, reside in prohibited areas*' Exceptions were 
also made to members of learned professions*21 in 
his note of December 31, 1881, Foster observedt22
fb© latitude of construction'placed upon these 
. exceptions, depends very much upon, the will 
of the local authorities,' as'also the strict- 
-ness with which the prohibitory laws are 
enforceds so that in all the cities of Russia 
.the number of Jewish residents, will be found 
more or less in excess, of the'police-, registry 
and ..greater than the strict interpretation 
of the law authorises* % r  instance * persons 
who have' given the subject close attention*#* 
estimate the number-of' Jewish residents in 3t# 
Petersburg at 30,000, while It is stated the 
number registered by the police' authorities is 
.1*500#-*,**- While the government does not re- 
, cognise their legal existence, nine synagogues 
in this, city are known to the authorities# 
and that there are other private places of wor- 
.ship!.and that, while only one"Hebrew school Is 
registered by the police, there are between 
three and four- thousand children in un&uthor- 
■ - - ieed Jewish '-schools of this capital*
2l' Ibid.* p. iQOlj* .
2Z  P * 1 < k 4 *  ■In the face of so many -exceptions* open violations 
and other apparent contradictions, ’ it- is little 
wonder that Minister Hoffman wrote Secretary of State 
By-arts in 1879,' that? wTh© laws of Russia bristle 
with so" many exceptions that the exceptions fre­
quently appear to be the rule*® (Hoffman to Bvarts# 
Bor* Rel«a 1879* p. 921*1
13
Generally speaking, the lot- of the Jews . 
la Hass in had undergone continuing improvement from 
the time of' Nicholas 1 when* from l8I$.0 to %&k$* 
attempts. were ■ made to merge the Jewish ■ with the non* 
Jewish populations# A.® early as 1835 they were 
permitted to .make' use of the. ordinary schools* -and in 
185? Jews were admitted to the Guild of Merchants«
.A commission favorably reported on a plan to Increase 
the rights of Jews in 18??, but the commission was 
dissolved when events in that year brought an abrupt 
change* Russian police had discovered a series of 
plots against the Tsar and several attempts had been 
.made on the lives of some provincial governors*
Alexander '11. narrowly missed- being assassinated in St* 
Petersburg and when several of the plotters proved. . 
to be Jewish Alexander developed an extreme dislike for 
the race as a.whole*As. a result of the disorders 
Jews were ordered cleared from, the capital*
Among -those affected by this regulation was 
Henry Pinkos* ah American citizen who had lived in it*. 
Petersburg several months operating a business* Through 
the efforts of the American consul Edwards and Wickham 
Hoffman* charge 0*affaires of the American legation,! he
Bernard Pares* ^Reaction and Revolution in 
Russia," XII* Ohaptr* 12* Cambridge Modern 
(Cambridge, 1912), pp* 29^1l}5*
v/as .granted permission to stay on in St. Petersburg. 
Correspondence relating to the Pinkos ease is ' of 
Importance because, of the tmequlvocable stand taken 
by; the. Department .of State in. refusing .to,,accept, 
the Russian view that religion was a factor, in,deter* 
mining, the rights of an 'American citizen In a for­
eign country. Writing to Minister Foster on September 
ib 1880, Secretary of State Evarts stated!^
Mr* Hoffman* a inference from the 
facts connected with' Mr*- Pinkos’ de­
parture from Russia As that Mr# - 
Pinkos had made up his mind that Rus­
sia "was no place for one of his 
creed.”
If the meaning of this is that a 
citizen of the United States has been 
broken up in his business at St. 
Petersburg, simply for the' reason 
that he is a Jew rather than a believ­
er in any other creed, then It is 
certainly time for this government to 
express itself as set forth An the 
instruction above mentioned* It .'Should 
be made clear to the government of 
Russia that in the View of this govern-" 
meat the religion professed by one of 
its citizens has no relation Whatever 
to.that citizen’s right.to the protec­
tion. of the United, States * and that la 
the eyes of..this government an Injury 
officially dealt to Mr* finkofe at St, 
Petersburg on the sole ground that he
Evarts to Foster, For, Eel., 1888, p. 880.
is a Jet;, presents the game aspect 
■ that an injury officially done .to ■ a 
citizen of Russia in. lew York for .
•the reason that he attends, any parti* 
cular church there would to the view 
of His Majesty* s Government,
It is evident that the losses incurred 
by the abandonment of his business ■ 
in St. Petersburg will afford Mr.
.Pinkos ground for reclamation., if no 
other cause can be shown for the of­
ficial breaking up of his said 
business than the religious views 
he entertained.
John W, Foster, who was the newly appointed
minister at St. 'Petersburg, then sent a note to Baron
Jaminl, Acting' Minister of Foreign Affairs, in which
he indicated that the United States could not remain
passive when one of its citizens was discriminated a-
gainst because he professed a particular religions
the Secretary of State instructs me to 
state to your Excellency that in the 
presence of the fact that an American 
citizen 'has been-ordered to leave Russia 
on no other ground than ■ that he is the 
professor of a particular creed or the 
holder of certain religious views,. it be­
comes ■ the duty of the- Government of the 
Baited States, which impartially seeks to 
protect all of its citizens of whatever 
origin or faith, solemnly, but.with all 
respect to the Government of His Imperial 
Majesty, to protest* As this order of 
emulsion is understood to apply to all 
■foreign Jews, in certain cities or lo­
calities, at least, of Russia, it is, of
   .
Foster to Joiaiai, September 2/lk$ 1081, For.1880, p. 081*
■ course, apparent that the same is not 
directed specially .against the gov-
■ erxmaent of i-feich Mr* Pinkos is a 
citizen, and* indeed* the long stand-
' lag amity which has., united the In­
terests of Russia with those of the 
 ̂Government of the United States would 
of itself forbid a remote supposition 
• that -such might he the case-* Not­
withstanding this aspect of the matter 
the United States could not fall to 
look upon the expulsion of on® of its 
citizens from Russia* on the simple 
ground of his religious ideas or con­
victions, except as a grievance, akin 
to that which Russia would doubtless 
-f ind in. the' expulsion of one of her own 
subjecta 'from the United States* on 
the ground of his attachment to' the 
faith of his fathers* 
o  o  <$ a-.
Its* then* it does not appear that any 
criminal'or Improper conduct has been 
established against Hr* Pinkos, the Sec­
retary confidently submits to his Im­
perial Majesty’s Government, whether la 
view of' the fact that Hr* Pinkos was 
Interrupted in his peaceful occupation 
and expelled from Russia can. the sole 
ground that his religious views are of 
-on© kind rather than another, he is nob- 
just ly entitled to make reclamation 
for the damage and doss to which he has 
been subjected*
Respite the, strong position taken by the Amer­
ican State Department* pinkos was never restored to 
his .financial position in St* Petersburg* although fro® 
this time until 1911 the. Department of State actively 
. sought to keep' abreast of all matters- relating to Jew- 
1 ish persecution within -the Russian Empire*
- i’he Wilezynskl said Pinkos cases, though-
1?
Insignificant In themselves, were the first of.,a num­
ber of eases In which the American .State. Department 
interested, Itself, -It was. responsible in.-some'measure 
'for a proposal laid before■Congress by President ■ 
Chester-&*.Arthur In his first Messages2̂ .
It is desirable that our cordial re­
lations with Russia should be 
strengthened by proper engagements 
assuring to peaceable Americans who 
visit the Empire the consideration 
which is .due to the®.''as citizens of a 
friendly state* Ibis is especially 
needful with, respect to, .American Is­
raelites, whose classification with 
the native Hebrews has evoked energet­
ic remonstrances fro® this government*
In 1881 Poland and the western provinces 
were declared to be the place of Jewish settlement, and 
in the following seven years the Russian government 
intensified'its policy with the addition of many harsh 
measures# this move by the Russian government and 
attendant domestic reaction on.the part of Russian, anti- 
semi tes led not only to the Balt a incidents? tut to
2?
December 6, 1881,' Richardson,, Messages and Papers 
of jfche Presidents, fill, {WtfffpTW*--
On the second day of the Russian. Easter, March 29, 1802, a large pogrom was conducted that was un­
matched for Its'terror until-the Kichnev outbreak 
of 1903* Gf, Dubnow* History of_the Jews In 
.Russia an.̂  Poland, CPhilae # 19I6TTITTFP-
other acts of violence that brought down. a thunder ,
Of American editorial condemnation on the Russians. ,, 
One of the more popular journals of the. time, 
commented;^
the inhuaan and almost incredible 
outrages on the M m  la Russia hair© 
drawn forth a world-wide sympathy, 
and a protest almost unprecedented
in '"its ■ 'swiftness* * * * ■ Sen'..haw been 
murdered, women, outraged# children 
' dashed to pieces or-.burned alive? 
whole streets occupied by Hebrews 
rased to the ground and desolated by 
first thousands of families- reduced 
to beggary# and many banished from, 
their homes* One hundred • and sixty 
.towns, and villages feel this scourge 
of persecution*
the Bus si an Penal Code (Art. Chapter 7}
specifically provided for -the arrest' .and exile to 
Siberia of -any Russian subject who took up' citizenship 
In another country without Imperial Permission 'and
. r
then 'returned to Russia without authorization by the 
Buss Ian government* . On -the' other hand, by a law of 
duly 27, 1868,^ the United States declared the right 
of expatriation to be a ^natural -and inherent right 
of all people#n and that it is the duty of -all' officers
28 She.denturv. Illustrated' HontMy Saaaslne* Abril.
"w s t f a , —
29 R©v* Stabs.* 1999*
Gr'<
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©f the United States to- see t© It that this "funda- 
mental principle of the Republic11 Is In no way impaired, 
these1 two laws form the basis of aggravation 
la the case of Adolph Lipssyc, the former causing 
his- arrest and the latter leading' to. a pleading of his 
ease on the part of the American minister in St* 
Petersburg* Lipssye mm imprisoned at Wloeklawek# 
Russian Poland#- on a charge of "having become natur­
alised la the United States without permission of the 
Russian Imperial Government» of which he was a na­
tive born subject*'^0 He had returned to Russia to 
settle the estate of his father# after which'he In­
tended to return to the United States, American 
Minister I»©throp3I took up the case when he protested
3 0 hothrop (American minister to St* Petersburg) to 
Bayard (Secretary'of State)# January 18# 1887#
For* Rel.. 1667* ». 9k%
31 Georg© Pan less lothrop (I8l7-l897) had been made
■ minister to Russia following a meeting with Presi­
dent Cleveland at Buffalo#- lew York, in 1884# where 
the latter was said to have "been struck'by his 
fine appearance and apparent ability,H While in 
reside**©© at St. Petersburg ©no of Lothron’s daugh­
ters married into the Russian'nobility* (Gf* 
Dictionary of American Biography, (Hew York# 1928}* 
X T I T T ^ T t o t h r o p # The Court 
of Alexander '111* (Phila,# 1910)*
. on Llpszye*s 'behalf in a note to ih© -Kttsaian Minis­
ter of Foreign Affairs, Glers,̂ 2
/implications. of the 'Issue being of abroad 
nature, hofchrop communicated the known facts of the 
ease to Secretary■of State Bayard*33 In his answer of 
- February 18, 1S87, Bayard expounded at- great length 
©a the basic'issues involved. At the outset, he made 
it clear" that the Department “is far from qtwstlooiag 
the rlgat- of ;lis Imperial-Majesty .to refuse to permit 
•his subjects to'emigrate, that such a right is inci­
dent to territorial sovereignty, but that it can only 
be exercised'within the territory of 'tussla*11 Bayard 
granted that a returning expatriate might be prose­
cuted for offenses committed by him before emigration, 
but affirmed that such offenses did not Include ex­
patriation when followed by the acquisition of United 
States eitizenship,^
^  Bothrop to^Bayard, January 18, iBSf, For# Eel,, 
33 .IbM*» pf 9k3*
^  Bayard to Bothrop, gor* 1687* P*
n
Bayard* a insistence that expatriation may 
not be considered a crime teen an American citizen of' 
Russian birth, returned to. Russia 1# fully cohered by 
Articles t and X of the treaty of 1832*^ Article 1 
Of the treaty provided that citizena of either nation 
"shall be at,liberty to sojourn'and reside in. all 
■■parts whatsoever of said territories, in order to at** 
'tend" to their affair#, aid they shall enjoy* to that 
effect, the same security and protection as natives of 
the country wherein they reside#'1* Article X provided 
that- "the citizens and subjects of each of the high 
contracting parties shall have power to dispose of 
their personal goods within 'the jurisdiction of the 
other#*1
In concluding his not© to hothrop* Bayard
summed up the contentions' of the Department, sayings^
As a citizen of the United States 
he visits lussi&f ted although he may 
be liable* when in Russia* for of­
fenses committed by ht» before hi# 
emigration -.and .may be impelled from 
Russia on reasonable grounds* he 
cannot be tried for .an. emigration* 
which* teen followed by naturalization
3S Per full text of treaty, of. fee Jttalytat fit Ut£ge
*£ Jfe M M  Stafaa s£ A*<gl<a» wOTEr
loo* ill*
in the United States * Russia herself 
recognises as conferring' citizen­
ship of the United states with the 
■ right of disposition in Russia of pro­
perty there situated*!? And when 
you invite from this Imperial Hajeat^a 
Government the withdrawal of penal 
action based exclusively on that emi­
gration you ask for a© act which is at 
Variance "with the policy of that 
Government, hat for on© that is simply 
in accordance with its treaty stipu­
lations*
The impasse was reached in the affair when, 
in his reply to hothrop’s protest, Glers pointedly 
stated! ”A person inscribed on the register of popu­
lation as a Russian subject, unless ©specially author­
ised to emigrate, Is and always remains a Russian sub­
ject, whether h© wishes or not*w^® On lay 6# 188?, 
lothrop replied! !1fhe united States insists that it 
is .neither .just nor practical.# especially under the con­
ditions of modem society, to assume that native si-' 
ieglanc© is a perpetual, bond which cannot be removed,, 
Gltlzenship Is a personal. condition and attends an
3? • *Bayard was. attempting, to read into the treaty of 1832 something that was not there* Of, Chap­
ter If*
38 Glers to lothrop, April 11/23# 1097# For* Bel* t
188?# p. 0 %  " ' ' ‘ ’
23
individual wherever he g o e s * ”39
Undeterred by American representations, Rus­
sian authorities found Lip s aye guilty .and ordered him 
to. be sent fro® the Empire with consequent forfeiture 
of his interest in M s  father's estate.^
In the end* Lips eye .was .able .to. return to 
the United states# but the Russian government had not 
departed from its original stand* The fact that he 
was .banished from the Empire* even though he intended 
to leave, nevertheless enabled.;the Russians to main* 
tain a degree of eons latency.. In their .belief that mile* 
glance was perpetual,.
«
. .fhe department of State “was not at that 
time .in a position to' deny the right of Russia to take 
action which was. taken in this case* and it ..does, not 
now*, in the absence of a treaty by which' the Russian 
Government recognizes the right of espatrlation, deem 
that it would be warranted in further Intervening in
^  Lothrop to Giera, for* Relr»« 1887, p*. 961*.
Lothrop to Bayard, January 1®, 186?, For. iel* *
188? ,  pi
gfj.
Lipsaye's behalf
the ease of Lipseye ®©de it clear to .Ida©
United .State# Sovemnent that something must he done
to prevent ate®# by foreigners of American Oltiseii*
ship 'too easily obtained, A few month# After' the close
of the bipsgye affair* ^resident- Cleveland warned .
Congress of the asefl to take some action:1̂
The .®##y and unguarded manner in which 
certificates of American citizenship 
can new be obtained ha# induced a  class* 
imfortimately large * to avail them* 
selves of the opportunity to become ate 
solved from allegiance to their native 
land* and yet by a .foreign, residence - 
to escape any Just duty- and. contribution 
of service to the. 'country of their 
proposed adoption* Thus# tell# evading 
the duties of ci bi zenshlp t o the 
United State#* they may make prompt 
claim to Its national protection and., 
demand its intervention in their behalf*
fresident Cleveland also suggested a couplet# revision
of the passport laws and that a ®central bureau of
registration® be established at Washington* The bureau
should keep a complete file on each case of natural!*
^  Hr*, *M#r (Acting Secretary of State), to Hr* WiddI* 
ciabs* October 13# l$93» 19k MS, Dour* Let*
Quoted in J. B. Moore, A, fljaagt-qf; International 
Law*' (Washington* 190©);# pTtefT '
^  Richardson, lesaa&e.a and facers of the Presidents* 
Fourth Amna053saie7Wce®er^#l8Bl7 EJf* p*olfO*
S 5 - .
gabion on the supposition that "many cases of 
spurious citizenship would b© detected and unjust 
responsibilities would be avoided.^
fhese earlier oases resulted in no marked 
understanding on the problem of expatriation in 
American relations with Russia* However, they did 
help to ©all to the attention of the Halted States 
government the need for tightening Up the process of 
acquiring citizenship* Russia# on the other hand# 
was becoming better acquainted wl th American precepts 
of government which had heretofore received but 
scant' attention from the Foreign Office,
C h a p t e r  IX. >
Expansion of the Problem to' 1897
lot all the Russian government's acts a~ 
gainst American citizens during this period may ho 
laid wholly to narrow-minded autocracy# fh© evidence 
suggests that there may have been some justification# 
4s "hanger has pointed out* the determina­
tion on the part of European powers to halt any ex­
tension of Russian dominance in the west eventually 
.led the fsan at this time to direct .Russian interests 
toward the East* where -the -urge to expand would en­
counter fewer obstacles#3- Profit from .internal devel­
opments* then* was to be reserved- to -Russians, and 
not to be shared with interlopers*’̂’
In a note of fovember 29$' l 8 8 ? « ' lothrop 
commented at some length on the Russian, policy- of
4
* W* !*» banger, the Diplomacy of Sareriallam#
(Hew York, 19307 SSSfST XifT
2 By I88f the average yearly increase in the popu­
lation of Blberla had Jumped to £8,302 and a 
birth rat© of A*<t per thousand* the highest of 
any in Russia* (Statesman* a fear Book#
1 8 9 0 ) »
driving out new~comers*3 . In this 'not® the admission 
Is mad© that many Russian Jews obtained United States 
citizenship .only. to return .to Russia and us© th© new­
ly acquired status to protect themselves in Russian ' 
domestic enterprises. Protection of United States 
citizens who returned to Russia was covered in th©' 
treaty of 1032 only for Short periods of stay connect** 
ed with settling' personal, affairs*
I
In 189%* the following letter was received 
at the American legation in. it* Petersburgs%
Hovember 2%* 189%
I let you know that I am arrested now 
by the Russians the Russian rulers are 
tryihg to put me back to th© army which 
is' colled solders for the Russian ling 
and I am not able to -go out of their 
power pleas© writ© to the Russian -rulers 
and ask' them to set me free* I was ar­
rested on the Russian gate that is near 
Pros then and they carried, me to the place 
I give you my ©dress a card* I pray; you 
my honourable counsell to help me Quick 
as it is poslbl© and give.me assisstaace*
four -American trully Friend John Ginz- 
berg my adressa Minsk Pinsk in the thown 
ioguiston I send'you my adressa .in the
Russian language., -
3 lothrop to Bayard, For. 1887a p* 9%5*
^ Enel* to* 1 In 7%» For. Rel*, 1095, p. 108%*
Minister Breckinridge^ addressed, a not© 
to Foreign Sinister Giers asking for .the details*6 
It developed that Ginsberg's real Christian name was 
"Schimon* and he had been charged with haring ©soap­
ed military service in 1886* Upon his return bo 
Russia, he was arrested by the Flask polio©# recognized 
by.hi© father* J&irekel Ginsberg#6 and turned over to 
the- Ministry of Fustic© on the order of the governor' 
of lSlaok*? Once. again an American citizen was held for
Clifton It* Breckinridge was a veteran of the 
Confederate Army and an Arkansas cotton planter*' 
Though not A career diplomat * he proved to be 
one of the outstanding ministers to Russia dur­
ing this era#: Previous to his. appointment as 
minister his public career'had been limited to 
two terns as Representative' to, Congress from 
the State of Arkansas* (Of*. ' Herring shau* a
9m$l&Q§&te M  iggslaaalentupy* (Chicago* 18981*
6
7
December 2/lii# 'l8&, £or* ag.*.* X&9$, p.- 1085.
For Ginsberg' a explanation in change of name* 
sees Appendix IV*
6 Ginsberg was. led. to. believe by his parents that 
they .had become the wealthy proprietors of a 
brickyard In' Russia .and he had received letters 
from them, asking him to return to his heme for 
a visit* (Robert ft, lewis to author* April 36* • 
19&8*) .. ' ^
^ Chichkin© to Breckinridge* December 2l|/Fanuary 5#
* 189S* For* R.el«* 1893*' o* 1085*
Violation of Article 325 of Russia’s Panel Code, III 
lieu of- any further information Breckinridge could 
only oak the Russians to -give - Glnzberg a ”falr and 
■speedy-trial'*”
■ There followed brief ©xchangesbetween the 
United States:minister and Glers, th© former develop­
ing undertones of dissatisfaction while the flatter 
maintained an air of dl sintereaiedneso, believing the 
matter, to be an .affair for the Ministry of Justice 
and not of diplomatic scope*
Meanwhile, the month of February passed 
with no word from the Ministry of due tic© nor from • 
Ginsberg, who,' imknown to Breckinridge at this time, 
on th© previous, January 16, 'had’been, released under 
surety of a certain heiser Tehetchlk*3̂
Finally, on larch 13, .Breckinridge received 
a letter- .from Ginsberg addressed at Minsk tinsk, 
hogulshin, with a salutation .not•easily ignored?
“To the '.great© educated Minister of the United States 
of America in St*-Petersburg, 'Russia* Gentilemaiww 
There followed a summary of M s  previous arrest and a 
further plea for assistance* Three weeks later,
10 Russian Minister Chichklne to'United States 
Minister' Breckinridge*. April l6/l8, 1895,
For, tel*.*. 1895, p* 1008*
Chichkine informed Breckinridge-that Ginsberg* s ©as© 
had been transferred to th© Judge of-instruction of 
the district of Sichoutchin* 3JL
■ By -now Ginsberg had been under arrest for 
six months* .During this time .he had not-relied entire­
ly on "the 'great©' and educated Ministers".for on 
April 23, Breckinridge received a letter.from Robert 1* 
,lewis, a banker -and prominent eitlsen in Glasgow, 
Montana, an acquaintance of Ginsberg* 'the latter, It 
appears, had written to Lewie’of'his arrest, and 
his plight 'had. even received publicity In the Montana 
press on April 25, when the Helena Independent ran 
the following report!^
Intense excitement prevails her© today the re­
sult of a letter received by R. M. '.Lewis, from 
John Ginsberg, a citiaen of "the United States 
and a former 'resident, of this town:*. Last Octob­
er he left this place to visit his parents in 
Russia* Immediately after crossing th© border 
from Germany into- Russia he was seised by the 
authorities and thrown into prison* All outside 
communication. was cut off -from him and he has 
been lying in Jail destitute of all clothing 
sins© that time* fhey have refused to give him 
any trial* His letter recites a tale of hard­
ship -and privation*.»** Ginsberg is now in Pinsck, 
Russia, in one. of the subteraaesn Jails**.*
11 Idem to idem, April 6/lS, 1895* &©!* 9 in Ho. ?!*., 
For* Bel** 1895* P* 1088*
*2 On April 2?th the Valley County Gazette ■ published 
a letter from. Ginsberg to Lewis * Sis le t ter, • 
which is, include# in the, Appendix,. fails to cast 
any light m  the conclusion of the Helena and Val­
ley County papers accounts that Ginsberg was con­
fined in a ̂ subterranean Jail*"
lewis, evidently believing the American ■ 
.minister to St* Petersburg was wot acquaint©*! with th©' 
ease, requested his assistance*3̂  Upon this indica­
tion of nor© than routine interest to Ginsberg, Breck­
inridge sent a act© to Prince lobanov-Rostovsky, 
Russian Foreign Minister,, suggesting that Ginsberg* s 
youth at th© time of the alleged violation should 
Justify some leniency in th© ©as© and that he should 
be permitted to return to the United States*l4
Fro® the outset, Ginsberg* s ©as© was some­
what awkward*■ Chichkine in a not© to Breckinridge on 
January 25/February 6, spoke of Ginsberg m  being a 
’‘Russian subject* and as “guilty* m3-£ The use of such, 
terms by Chichkine left little room for Breckinridge 
to resort to diplomatic pressure* If Ginsberg were a
Russian subject* it would seem that th© American lega-
*
tion should hay© no interest . t o  his case* tod as a 
“guilty* Russian subject* his case seemed to be closed*
i3 Robert I* lewis to Breckinridge, April 23, 1695,
For* gal** 1095* p * 1088*
^4 Breckinridge to lobanov, April 20/feay 10, 1095*
For* Eel* * 1095* p, 1088*
^  Ghlehkin© to Breckinridge, For* Rel.* 1095* P* 1080*
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%  b© this point Breckinridge had not been 
la «©ri^sp©»d©o©#>/lbh the Department of Stab©* I# 
remained for the Acting Seerebary'■ Bhi to mention the ,
.:; .-matter fInst to Breoklnridg©̂  «&«&#' on lay 3* b© for*
:. warded to th# latter another le tfcor from Robert tt*
:.; lami&i of.Glasgow# Montana, fhm 8#®ond howls letter 
'was addressed to th#- Department of Stab© in Washington# 
father than to th© minister in it# fob©rsborg* &©* 
eompaaying th# letter was Bhl*g commmioatlon directing 
Breckinridge to intercede dlre-obiy on Ginsberg* s be­
half because h» had “left las# la at th© age of lly 
foar years before m j  obligation, to p-trf©m  military 
service could have accrued
$ix days after sending Sr#okiiirl%# bis 
lastruotioas# Ihl received a letter fmm J. S, Richards# 
Governor of the ftat© .of Moatana*. ©ao-losing ■ am af* 
fidavii from Robert II. 'lewis#. testifying to the sm«* 
th@atieity of Ginsberg1® status as a fu&lified voter 
.la the State of Montana and a oltisen thereof* ’ Bloh* 
ards requested notion from the Department of abate*
the personal Interest In the.ease by Richards 
stepped up the speed of action by th© Department of 
State* However# a new finding by th© minister in. St*
^  Hhl to- Breckinridge# lay 3s l&9$* Pm* Bel**«* * **.«%•* • * *r * m#*mm Mtwrmt x «t w #  p» iwi*
Petersburg* as a result of correspondence with the 
American consul in Hamburg during lay*-1895* damaged 
Ginsberg* s .case considerably* - From Hamburg It was ■ 
learned that Ginsberg “entered Buss la without haring 
his. passport visaed as required by Imi a law of which 
he .» (was) 'informed,by our consul at Hamburg*^7'’ 
Ginsberg* -however# denied this aliegabien in a letter 
to Robert 1.* lewis during the summer of 1895* say­
ing that when he had been in Hamburg during the fall 
of l$9k he had been informed of nothing by the Ameri­
can consul* P.
the minister ad interim* Herbert H. Pierce# 
was evidently well aware of the potentially untenable 
diplomatic nature of the case* beaming from Chi ch- 
kin© that Ginsberg*s case was la the.hands of Baron.
' 'Ki -
Osten-Sacken of the Ministry of dustice# Pierce called 
on the: latter*-;. ,-P:i,erc© -spent two days in conference 
with Osten-Sackea* and finally elicited from him a 
promise to send a note to the Minister of Justice re- 
commending Gingberg*s release# a promise apparently
17 Pierce to Gresham# May 27# 1895* For. Rel. * 1895#
p*.1090*
Sghlmon Ginzberg to Robert M* Lewis# ■ Lewis Papers»
3k
made on the basis of mutual desire between Fierce 
and Qsten-Saekento clear up the troublesome 
affair# rather than on a basis of the American 
minister1' a legal rights, of' which he doubted' he had 
any on this scored
After Fierce»« conferences with Os ten* 
Sacken, and th© latter1a assurances, there was a lull 
for a fortnight, after which Fierce, received new 
instructions from Washington# Since the case had 
dragged on for seven months and in addition interest 
had been aroused in the,minds of certain citizens 
in the State of Montana,. and more ’ particularly the 
Governor of Montana, the Department of State moved to­
wards a more expeditious prosecution of the case#
Thus, on June 15, President Cleveland*s new Secretary 
of State, Eiehard Gluey, wrote to FierceI20
19 Pierce to Ghl, May 30, 1895, 2g£* MI** 1*9$, 
p* 1090#
20 Olney to Pierce, June 15, 1895, gĉ *- Bel,« 1895, 
PP* 1091-92« A copy of Ginsberg*spassport appli­
cation was enclosed placing his birth in Minsk 
about September 4, AB85*- At that rate, he was na­
turalized (August 10, 1886} only 2$,day* before 
legal.age# pierce was naked to try to obtain a 
copy of..the birth certificate#
fh© governor of Minsk specifies as' 
the Sate of th© alleged desertion th© 
year in which Ginsberg m s  duly mad© 
a citizen of the United states#«*(this) 
raises a presumption that th© so-called 
act of ‘desertion* for which Ginsberg 
Is to he' tried may in fact- he his ac­
quisition of’ American citizenship* if 
this he so, the Government of the tbit* 
ed States can'.never acquiesce in any 
Claim of any other government to penal­
ise th® act of naturalisation when law­
fully granted within, our Jurisdiction 
to one of its former subjects or citizens*
Should th© action of the foreign office 
not bring about a favorable result# it 
may be necessary to press the case on 
the ground that the punishment of a na­
turalised person for the mar© act of 
becoming a citizen of the United States 
by due operation of our laws is in­
admissible and unfriendly#
Glney*3 note served to indicate th© pattern 
of action to be taken some time later# but as late as 
August 22 Breckinridge was only able to report that 
there had been no change in Ginsberg1® case.# and calling; 
on Osten-Saeken, was informed that the Minister of 
Interior was the only one who could dismiss the case#
But tsarlet bureaucratic red-tape was not so easy to 
out, as Breckinridge polnced out# ’"After this the Min­
ister of the Interior was seen# He spoke not unfavor­
ably about the easel and, despite ell that had been 
written through the regular channels# he requested that 
I submit in writing a further statement of the case to
mhim* * Even though such a request was not apt to 
e&Xm the tempera of a diplomat* Breckinridge, never­
theless , made a final appeal to Dournovo, the.
Sinister of Interior# and Bohanov*
Breckinridge1s calls on Osten-Sacken and 
Doumovo were .followed by a note- to Ginsberg that 
throws a great deal of light on both the technicali­
ties involved in the ease a n d  on the mental state of 
the minister* He told Ginsberg that "the Imperial 
Foreign Office informs. m  that steps have been taken 
by the Ministry of Justice to hasten yew trial*”
He continued that It would be a good idea to send a 
petition stating the ease directly to th© fear* the 
not© included specific directions as to the content 
of the petition to be seat to the fear* One of the 
directions suggested that Ginsberg ask the Tsar "to 
consent to your having become a citizen of the baited 
States, of America* * * * ” After having maintained an of­
ficial attitude based.on the treaty rights of .American 
citizens visiting Russia, th© American Sinister now 
privately advised one of his fellow citizens to rely 
on the magnanimity of a 'foreign ruler rather than the
- ̂watriTi naimnniii ̂ »r * »■ ww u.n fn ŵ i^-riinwwwî irii i ytiu wp^giinKiim-iwii Jmiwn' n.T) ŷ m.nw-fiini^OiiVii ei inii wgr ■innwi^ in'iai i rM»fi *n eamii )>ni»inpw»ii i  irirti»tp»M.»ii» wfiii n’i i<i>iji i uniimm-i mi ni Biim
^  Breckinridge t© Olaey# August 22, X&0, For* Bel* & 
IB-95# p* 10p2*
n
constitutional guarantees of Ills own nation. Breckin­
ridge then added a note of hope to hie letterbell-/ _ M 1
lug Ginsberg that'11 In view of the exceptional ciroum- 
stances in your: case His Majesty may graciously have 
you set free at once” but at the same time* "you can­
not be at .all certain about this#" fhe minister then:.--- 
concluded? "Biis legation:-will' continue to db .all it 
can for you? but the laws of .Russia and. the laws ©f 
the United States are exactly opposite'to.each other 
upon the subject'-'©f your -arrestj;.and w© must depend up-* 
on. the circumstances of the ■ case*, ,..
late In August* 18p$9 Breckinridge became 
Involved in am incident that premised'-to push Ginsberg* & 
case-'into th© background for-several''months and create 
' .further strain on Hus so-Amerlcan relations in connec­
tion ‘ with the ■ problem of ■ espatrlatloh*: ;: • :
'At' this-' time a local Russian magistrates of 
the seventh‘district of Warsaw* handed United States- 
Passport So* X8lWt» -made out to- Anton fablkowski* to 
Joseph t m t m 0 American c©h#H at Warsaw# and - asked If' 
native and naturalized Americans received the same
S2 ■ ■ ■ ■ * ■Breckinridge ■ to:- Ginsberg# August ll/September It#
J M &  Sseasa* *895*
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1
time it appeared ■ that -an American , might be he id ■ 
without-any question as ..to his .legal, status.*. ln.n#*». 
ply to a note 'from Pierce, Consul Rawlcs telegraph- 
edhimj^
Y&mmmia' s passport viseeb. 
m m m  m  %
An officer of the Russian government had given his 
official approval* therefore*, for ’fablkowski1 s en­
trance late Russian territory,, there was little 
doubt left as to- the intent ’ behind the Russian move 
uhen Breckinridge received a copy of a note from 
Rentes that had been sent to th# latter by the Russian 
Examining Magistrate in charge- of the easel^
Ho. 1632} Examining Magistrate of 
the Warsaw Court of Jus­
tice.* Ministry of justice* 
Mieszawa District . 
September 20* 1895*
To the Consul of fee baited States 
of America, M%0, 83*95*
In reply to-your dispatch of September 2*-He, 1530* 1 have fee' honor to inform, 
you feat Anton fablkowski had to de­
liver to fee polio* hi# passport'given 
to him at Washington*. December 7, 189%
&  October; 10, 1895, J&|*# 1895*-P* 110*
September 20, 1095* SggJ*- 1895* V« 1X00*
to
lo* iSltos because Anton fablkowaki 
Is" a Russian subject, incorporated to 
the village Palaevo Strove, Rushkav
■ gmin (?), of the .flessam district! 
and, on the strength of:his having
.. passed over.-to a foreign subjection,
..... .the said Anton Yablkowski will be
■ .tried according to Art* 325 of the 
■ Code of have* ■'
fhere could be but little doubt that the 
American minister had one bears©--of action open. Ac­
cordingly,' on September 20/October 10,. 16.95# minis­
ter ad interim f ierce- put the •-case strongly to 
Chichkine in the - following message:2?
My - government cannot b© expected to 
acquiesce in the proposition of treat­
ing. as: a crime the act of becoming, 
lawfully, and -within its own jurisdle- 
. tion, one' of. its cltlsens ***•*•
I should point out to your- excellency 
that the passport issued to- this man 
by the Department of State of th©
Bnitad States was'duly viaee&fey the 
Russian. Consul at Danzig, who by that 
■act officially recognised Its ■ valid­
ity, and authorised th© entry of the 
man, as' a citisen of th© United states, 
upon th© Russian territory*
. Rive days later,-Chichkine answered -that 
Xablkov/ski was not. In jail andwas .still free,.but that 
is m y  ©vent, -the consul’s action at Danzig could mean 
nothing, since he had no way of knowing of Yablkowski’s
in
violation*2®
Accompanying Chichkine * s not© was the eft*
mentioned Article
Whoever absents himself fro® his 
fatherland and enters foreign service 
without the permission of the gov* 
errmmtp or becomes subject of a for* 
sign power# is condemned for such, 
violations of duty and oath, of faith* 
fttl subjection to the deprivation, 
of all civil rights and perpetual 
banishment from the territory of the 
Empire, or# In case of voluntary 
return to Russia# to deportation to 
Siberia*
the following day fierce reiterated his 
position in a curt statement to Chichkine# emphasis* 
lag the fact that when th©. Danzig consul gave a visa 
he gave permission to his American citizenship^ 0 
Also# since Yafelkowski was originally from Inowradaw# 
.Prussian. Poland# Pierce asked the American consul at 
Warsaw to check the local records in the hope that 
this former Russian, citizen might in reality have been
^  OMebkisie to fierce# October 3/15# 1895# For* Rel** 
18.95# in 1185*
29 ibid*/
30 Ibid* E n d *  3#
a German by felrth* but nothing came of M o  idea.*-*̂
By this bias© Ginzberg hadbeen under Ar­
rest for flW't year stud. yafelkOWski for three months* 
neither case had boon clarified, muck -less satis­
factorily closed# 30 it was with, m  air of frustration 
that Minister Breckinridge wrote Secretary of State 
Olney oft November 29ths^2
Heretofore it has bean thought it 
was best to proceed quietly with cases 
of this kind in. the interest ■ of the . 
unfortunate mea**#* fhat was the pfel» 
Icy at the time 1 came to this 
legation,*«*
We see, after long and varied tests# 
that the Russian government is res©** 
lute to -punish our people#*.sad it 
a© longer hesitates to state its law 
and avow its policy* 
fbef® is a© hope# then, for m y  man 
guilty as- charged except to- attack the 
principle upon which all such charges 
are founded.
A further cause for Breikinrldger.s words
will also be found in the fact that M mim  informed
Pierce on. November fth. that yafelkowski was Indeed sub-*
Jeet to service In the Russian array because of the
fact 'that he had not left Russia until he had already
51 Pierce to Gluey, October 28# 1895* for* Bfil** 
1895* p* 1106*
52 Breckinridge to Glney, Por.Rgl. a 1895* p. U 08.»
passed ills twenty-first birthday* thus being legally 
obligated to th© duties regularly Incurred by.citi­
zens of Russia*!!
;1 f
Direct interest In Ginsberg and Yablkowski 
©tided for some months# Both m m  involved in such a 
manner that diplomatic pressure 'could not be applied 
strongly _ enough. to, extricate them* . Meither. .could 
serve as more than an example* along with Llpsayc* as 
the victim of the' age-old doctrine of perpetual al­
legiance, a doctrine that was the .perfect 'antithesis: 
of on© of th© cornerstones ■ of the American Idea of 
freedom— th© right of expatriation*
During the winter of 1895*96* several ex­
changes between lobanov and Breckinridge were made 
toward a complete solution of the problem* but the 
shift of interest in both countries to more important 
issues, in their 'respective spheres prevented arriv­
al at a solution*-
bn lev©»b#r 30# 1896* Pierce reported to 
feeretarf •of State- Olney that ’fablhowski was -at
''liberty#^
3! Rawics to Piero#* Rovember f, 1895* 1m* R©1*» 
1895# p. -Ill©*
3k Pierce to Olney* For* ■ Bel,.. 1896, p.* 50?*
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Glnzberg m m  finally .sat free September 16/  
20# 1896* H© hadbeenmder arrest a total of seven 
hundred. and thirty days and daring that bim© had used 
up his funds* leaving him tm  poor to pay for his pas­
sage back to the Bulbed S t a t e s . in an attempt to 
recoup his losses* he asked Breckinridge to claim com* 
pensatlon imm the Russians at the'rat© of three 
dollars per diem for the period of hie retention* 
Breckinridge* evidently feeling 0iazberg was lucky ©- . 
nougb as it was*' never passed'the desire ©a'to the 
Russian authorities*^
'■.Significantly* Ginzberg was neither ac­
quitted nor dismissed from 'the charges*' Ghiehkin© in*- 
formed fierce on November 20/B©cember 2# 1896, that 
Ginsberg was “'condemned to deprivation of all civil, 
rights and- to-perpetual banishment*'1̂ ? though to
leave Russia* the f act still remained that tsarist 
Russia had not conceded the right of her subjects to 
change allegiance*
** Gf. Appendlx XX*
#  October ?, 1896* fog* Eel** 1096, p* 510*
^  Chichkine to fierce, for* 1096# p*. 512*
Chapter III 
Peripheral Cases Relative to the Problem
In the preceding pages I have dealt with 
the more obvious cases Involving expatriation* It 
remains now to turn to the periphery of the prob­
lem and Investigate some of those oases arising from 
Russia*s attempt to impose its views relating to 
expatriates within the jurisdiction of the United 
States*
Beginning with the case of Mrs. Mannie 
Lerin in 1893, the Russian autocracy began a new 
phase in the problem of expatriation by refusing to 
grant a visa to any Russo-Amerioan expatriate who 
was believed to be Jewish* Until this time the Rus­
sian government could argue that it could not let 
the American principles of ©Quality Interfere with 
•its domestic policy* But no such argument could be 
advanced, It was f©It, when Russian discriminatory,;'- 
practices were carried out on American territory.
Mrs. Mannie Berin, a naturalised citlsen 
of the United States, applied early in 1893 to th© 
Russian Consul General in lew York City to visa her 
passport so that she might visit her parents in Rus­
sia. this the Russian Consul refused to do on the
ground that he had general instructions to decline to 
visa a passport of a former subject of Russia oho had 
left that country without permission and with the in­
tention of evading military service.
Advised of the facts, Secretary Foster ad­
dressed himself t© Prince Cantacuzene, Russian min­
ister at Washington, inquiring whether the general 
theory 'behind the consults refusal to visa the pass­
port of Mrs* lerin was'©orrect, and, further, why a 
visa was refused "in this particular instance*1', as firs. 
Lerin, being a woman, was not subject to-military 
service. Cantacuzen©}a reply was blunt:1
Legation of Russia 
Washington, February 20, 1893
Sear Sirs In reply to your note of 
February lb, concerning the refusal 
of our consul-general in Sew fork 
to-vise the passport of Mrs. Mannie 
(not Miss)' -Levin* a naturalized citi­
zen of the Salted States, I beg to 
say 'that it appears from the informa­
tion I just received from our consul- 
general that the' said Mr®. Lerin 
declared herself to be a lewess. >
In the present circumstances Mr. Olar- 
ovsky acted according be the instruc­
tions of his Government, interdicting 
to- vise passports of foreign dew®, 
with the exception of certain case®,
1 For. lei., 1893, p. Ski*
under which Mrs. Lerin cannot be 
placed.
Accept, etc*,
Cantaeu2ene
William I\ Wharton, Acting Secretary of State, 
acknowledged the Russian ministers note wuader 
the' reserve necessarily imposed upon the Government 
by its Constitution and laws, and "fey its .Just ©xpeeta* 
tion that its certification of the character of 
American citizenship will fee respected. **
Wharton was much more outspoken in his dis­
patch dated February 28, 1893, to Andrew ©. White,
.*< »i
American Sinister at St. -Petersburg* ©escribing the 
whole question as embarrassing and painful, he eon* 
tinuesi^
It is to be Inferred from Prince Canta- 
cuzene’s note that the declaration of 
Mrs, lerin* a religious profession was 
elicited from her fey some interrogative 
method-on the part of the Imperial 
■ - Consul-General,:
It is not constitutionally within the 
"power of this government, or of any of 
its authorities, to apply a religious 
test in qualification of the equal 
rights of .all- citizens of "the Waited
2 Whartdaito■ Oantacuzene, February 21,.. 1893, For.
Bel.* 1893* p . & 7 . '
3 |2E* M.** 1893. p. 536.
State*}' and it Is therefore im- ■ 
possible - to acquiesce in the appli* 
cation of such, a teat* within, the 
jurisdiction of the United States* by 
the agents of- a foreign power* to the 
impairment of. the rights of m y  Amer­
ican citizen or in derogation of the 
certificate of this government to the 
fact .of such citizenship*
On several .occasions'' iii the past this 
government has made temperate but 
earnest remonstrances against the ex­
amination into the .religious .faith 
of .American citizens by the Russian 
authorities in Russia,* ‘She asserted 
right of territorial sovereignty over 
'all sojourners .in the Empire has, to 
our deep regret* outweighed our friend- 
_ly protests.
IIs Majesty*s Government, however* sure­
ly cannot ezpect the United States to 
acquiesce in the assumption of a reli­
gious Inquisitorial function within : 
our own borders, by a foreign agency, 
in a manner so repugnant to our nation­
al sense#
I cannot but surmise that some strange 
misapprehension, exists in'this regard 
in the'mind of His Majesty* s Government, 
which, your accustomed ability and tact 
may explain, said perhaps remove#
, w . , there 1*..no record that White ever discussed 
the subject during, his stay-.in. St. Petersburg, for " 
Giers was later replaced by Prince Lobanov, and ®hita 
was succeeded-by Clifton R#- Breckinridge#
For the next two years the question of Rus­
sian consular. Jurisdiction in the United .States did not 
■ arise. ■ • then* on ■ April 1*>, ■ 1095* • Secretary ■ of State
case meant failure to effect a change in the Russian 
policy. Breckinridge argued that* since it was const!
tutionally impossible for an American official to apply 
a religious test in qualification of equal rights of 
all eltisens of the United states# the application of 
such a test could'not be acquiesced' in when practiced 
by foreign agents within its own Jurisdiction* As
o •
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made It “impolitic and unjust to bo silent* and use­
less to speak in any terns but the plainest,"
Herbert A. D, Piero®* sewing, as Charge 
d*Affairs ad Interim during an absence of Minister 
Breckinridge from St*. Petersburg, had m  interview 
with Prince Lobanov, on which he reported to Edward F* 
Uhl, Acting Secretary of State in Washington, in a 
dispatch of dim.® 13, 1895*^
At this time Pierce called the attention of 
Lobanov to the importance of the Jews as a class in 
the United States and to their “great and beneficial" 
Influence on the country, stressing the fact that the 
United States is governed by the "will of the people#* 
Pierce also visited Baron Gsten-Sacken, Minister of 
the Interior,, "to whom all Questions in the foreign 
office relating to Israelites (has) been intrusted*"^ 
Osten-Sacken insisted that the treatment, accorded to 
$ws, both in Russia and outside of It, was not a re­
ligious question, but,a racial on®, “In which the two.
? 'For# Rel,, 1895, p. 1058#
8
ibid#
fuesbieas are inseparable*"^ He expressed himself as 
hopeful that it would be possible to revise the Bus* 
siaa practice affecting admission of American Jews in­
to the Sap ire# though "were an answer to Breckinridge* a 
note demanded the reply could act be favorable*" 
therefore, taking advantage of the discretionary clause 
in his instructions from Gresham,^ Pierce "requested 
Baron Osten-Sacken to hold, the note in abeyance for 
the present," to which the latter "agreed to hold it as 
• a memorandum of the case*"^ .
? Bespit© Osten-Sacken*s insistence there are several 
indications that discrimination was based on re­
ligion and not race* .Several Christian clergymen 
of non-Greek Orthodox faith were known to have 
been denied entry into Russia or were expelled af­
ter entering* Bishop II. 3. Hoban of Scranton,
Pa,* |a Homan Catholic) was refused admission to 
Russia for a two-day visit* Professor Hyvemat 
of the Catholic University at Washington# an author* 
iby on. Persian inscriptions# was expelled from 
Russia when it \?as discovered that he was also a 
Catholic priest, Protestant missionaries were 
also excluded from Russia* Of* "Hearing Before the 
Committec on Foreign Relations on Termination of 
, the treaty of 1032 between the United States and 
Russia," published by the Government Printing Of­
fice# 1911# by the authority of a Resolution by the 
House of Representatives# December SI# 1911*
10 Gresham, to Breckinridge# April 15# 1095# Per* Rel*„ 
p. 1056,
11 Pierce to Uhl# June 13# 1095# for* Rel.» 1895#
p* 1058.
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tfpon the basis of this last attempt by the
tep&rtment of State to press for satisfaction in the
Leria case#^ another ease of a stellar nature occurred*
On June 26, 1895* Maior Wate sent his Amor- «
loan., passport to the .Russian Goatml-Seaeral .in Row Yorfe - 
to have it visaed for a pro jetted business trip to 
Russia® ̂  In reply to his request the consulate ia*» 
formed him by letter that before he could obtain a 
visa he would have to state where he was bom and ”what 
your religion is»-if Christian, or Jew*”3̂  Replying 
that he was a Jew, A* R* Olarovsky, the Russian Consul- 
General in Sew York City on July 1, 1895# -wrote Sate:
"I camot vise your passport* You must get permission 
from the -ministry -of the interior at St* Petersburg 
to visit Russia before I 'can.vise your passport*11̂
12 §mm*  PR*
c
^  G. 0, Peterson (Russian Vice-Consul) to ©ate, For* 
Eel** 1895* o. 1060.
Ibid* * p. 1061*
^ . Ibid* * p* 1061*
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There • followed ■ further ■ con.feren.ces ■ between
Breckinridge, Bohanov ■and Osten-Sacken* . Bohanov con*
'timed to 'claim that .discrimination against the Jew
was not because of his religions faith, but he failed
to say m  what other grounds It was', baaed*
• "In- a note ,df■ August ££*.. 1895, Alvey A,. Me©,
Acting Secretary of.State# took a stronger position
than the State department up to that time had maintain*
ed, He stated:16
But the Bussian discrimination against 
American 'Jews 'is not confined simply 
to the matter.of viseeing passports.*
This department was' informed a few 
years since by. the Russian .minister here 
that Russian consuls in this country 
would refuse authentication to legal do­
cuments for us© in Russia when Jews 
were-ascertained to be interested*.
'this is not merely 'an unjust .and invi­
dious discrimination against- Jews, 
but would seem to be plainly a viola­
tion of the spirit of Article X of ■ 
the treaty of 1832 between this country 
and Russia in respect of the property 
rights of American citizens in that, 
country.
On August 2h» Breckinridge- received from 
Lobanov a copy of the Russian.'laws ■relating to the entry 
©f foreign Jews* Accompanying the .laws was a note 
amplifying the principle upon which the laws were based,1?
16 t e ‘- Isl** i®95* p* iofl7.vC'\
x? fig* ■£&♦* X$g?*.p* 1068*
The Imperial Government maintained that 
since Russia already had' several million Jews they 
would adrait no additional ones unless they ft present a 
guaranty that they will not be a charge and a para* 
sitic element in the -State**1 hobanovgranbed, however, 
that' if -a' Jew’'-promised to be "useful’ to-'the internal 
development of-the country,u he-might be admitted*
these explanations failed to settle the is* 
sue between the two nations* Another note of protest 
was seat to lobanov, but the latter failed to ans­
wer, and the exchanges over principles at issue came 
to -an end*
ss
S t o & p f c O F  X ? ■ ‘ •
_ Attempts to Modify 'Treaty Provisions 
As A Solution
•A# early as 186?, Secretary of State Seward 
• asked. tile -Husalas. Government whether it would nego­
tiate a treaty which would regulate- the treatment of 
citizens - of the United States of Russian birth who 
wished to. visit their native country , Prince Gorcha­
kov, then Russian Foreign Minister., declined to ne­
gotiate auch a treaty* stating.that Russia forbade 
the- return of sub jects who chose to abandon her pro­
tection -and to escape her allegiance* Hamilton Fish* 
who followed Seward-in office, gave out the following 
statement in 1869 in reply to, an inquiry concerning the 
treaty relations between the United States and Russia 
and the treatment by Russia of American naturalized 
citizens of Russian birth?3'- ,
fie have no special treaty with Russia 
on this subject* nor is this Department 
informed as to her laws or practice in 
such -cases* The friendly disposition 
manifested by Russia towards this
1 *R. Moore,. 4 Plgeat of International law, (Wash­
ington, 1900), lee74-537 p, 6I3, v ' " '
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On
most liberal ends,n and"mo "brought under the harsh 
yoke of bigotry or pro Judies which bows the nocks of the 
natives/1' then It becomes "in a high sons©-a moral 
duty to ©nr citizens and to the doctrines of religious 
freedom we so strongly uphold/* -to - seek protection 
for those citizens In foreign lands# Blaine then went 
©a to comment on. the similarity between Russian laws 
and the.dark ages; that only in Russia had there been 
failure to realize that the lew had an equal part in 
"the social framework** and that his loyalty and pa­
triotism were "unquest iornble"* Blaine then reached • 
the central theme of his dispatch, saying that Presi­
dent Garfield thought' the only way to. help American 
lews in Russia was for the Russian government to better 
the condition of .the native Hebrews# Blaine further 
stated that such were the beliefs of Garfield*© suc­
cessor, Arthuro In fact, President Arthur had "charged" 
Blaine to bring "the subject to the formal attention 
of Her Britannic Majesty1s Government, in the firm be­
lief that the community of interests between the ■
Baited States and England in this, great question of 
civil rights and equal tolerance of creed for their 
respective citizens in foreign parts, will lead to the 
consideration of the matter with a-view to common ae* 
tloft thereon*" fhe door was left, open for' an expansion
of the Joint action to include other countries, should 
England react favorably to the proposal. . Eowell - was 
instructed to read ■£&© dispatch to- lord Granville Mid 
was told ”the President will, await with- pleasure an op­
portunity for a free interchange'of views upon the . . •, • , . . * ,
■ 'subject with the Government of Bar Majesty*" Although 
■lord'Granville appeared to receive' the "proposal fa-*.' * - j }
vonabXy* England failed to cooperate*
. .At-the time of Blaine *s dispatch# -the-Brit* 
iah government had Just accepted the Russian view-that 
the phrase*^11 on condition of their submitting to the 
laws and ordinances there prevaillag,”3 was controlling
'and that British subjects of Jewish faith were, with
the consent ■ of their own government, put .in an infer­
ior c l a s s t h e  decision of the British. government 
stemmed from a case involving a British, subject, the 
details of which were similar to those of the Wilezyn- 
skl case*
^ fhis phrase appears in Article 1 of the treaty of 1832 between the United States end lussla and was 
also contained in the treaties made by 'Russia with 
other'.nations.* Of. United States Statutes at 
large. 8;l4ii4# and, B$ain® to Foster, July 2^7 1881, 
FZrTMU * '1881, p, 1030*
4 Of*. Anglo-Russian treaty of January 12, 1859# Arti- 
■ cles 11, 12*, and 13, J5g$> Bel., 1881, p# 1030.
\ ■, Failure' la; attempts to negotiate a.-new 
treaty with'Russia and. failure to arrange- for the 
freedom of American citizens while in Russia brought 
the Department of'State to a halt on further act!*'
yit-ies/JUt eoiinecfcion with expatriation*
' . .. v,.. " Bulbed States Insistence upon fair treatment
of Americans visiting Russia Was-not lacking in. his­
torical- precedent4 An ukase of .Bapreas Catherine, 
dated February 178I4. fold style )>. issued in cos** 
section -with. trading- facilities in the newly acquired 
Black Sea possessions unequlvoeably acknowledged the 
right of. foreigners to transact business within the 
Aspire* Upon "our imperial word” it was promised that 
such foreigners as should visit, the Black Sea area • 
would receive the same favored treatment as those ”al­
ready enjoyed'1 in St* Petersburg^ Again,, on August 
13* l80? Cold style)* an imperial ordinance of'fear 
Alexander -1 on the subject of a passport, system-forr '
foreigners entering. .Russia, fails 'to- mention any res** - - 
trictions that might be interpreted as being. applicable 
to such foreigners on. a. ..basis of-race-or 'religion*..
Marten* s* Recueil dea Traitea. IV, 1st Ed*,
■ 'C&dttingen, -17<$} * pp*. l|554^7.'; '
6 0
Finally, in a note from Secretary of State Blaine 
to minister Foster on July 29, l88l> Blaine signifi­
cantly pointed out that from 1807 "down to i860 I 
can find no trace of the enforcement, especially a- 
gainst American citizens, of the restrictions .
which are stated to have existed when our treaty with
*6Russia was signed.
For. Rel.. l88l, p. 1030.
Chapter v 
Conclusion
la t o  preceding pages ei#it individual 
cases based m  the problem of expatriation have been 
reviewed# Of these, six stemmed fro® t o  return of 
Russian expatriates to Russia, and, two out of at* 
tempts to have expatriates1 passports visaed for re­
turn trips to Russia*
. fhe fundamental issue in all of these 
cases appears to he t o  deviation from traditional 
stands' on the legality of perpetual allegiance*
Russia upheld t o  tradition while the United States 
denied it* In tracing t o  course of American ac­
tion it Is seen that a variety of situations helped 
to shape Its policy* Suspicion by American diplomats 
tot some Russian expatriates acquired citizenship 
for t o  sake of exemption .from to' duties of Russian 
citizenship, particularly military service#; was 
made a matter of record in to official documents of 
the Department of State*3* Russian officials as
1 HP* 26~7> k1'
individuals were disposed to alleviate the persecu­
tion of the American Jewish expatriate2s hut refused 
to act when it came to the.point of legalising al~
hleviation by treaty negotiations and domes tie reforms*
' fhough the official correspondence points 
to an apparent policy of claiming treaty rights for 
the. persecuted American nationals in Russia* examina­
tion of unpublished sources proves otherwise* While 
openly avowing the justice of American claims, at 
least -one minister to 3b* Petersburg was confidential­
ly advising an American citizen to rely on the good 
grace of the 'tsar rather than to place confidence in 
the protection of his government
Fumbling in their stand as they did in the 
passport question the Russian government Indicated a 
lack of definite policy in regard to- the over-all situ­
ation, as well- as a lack of responsible organisation 
within the various ministries in the determination of 
jurisdiction for the handling of the various cases*
^ Sunra* * p« 6ln
* Supra* * pp* £5-6, and Appendix If*
An aura of self-justification fop it* acts was main­
tained by tbs rendering of decisions in Russian Courts 
which enabled the defendant to no turn to tbs United 
States#, but which at the same time upheld the Russian 
Insistence on perpetual allegiance by. staking the 
counts sentence one of banishment from the Empire 
with full guilt for all charges of transferring al­
legiance without imperial permission^
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(John Ginsberg to Robert M0 Lewis)
Minsk Husk hoheahin Russia Marsh the 26th 1896 .
To ray High educated Friend
Mr0 Ro Mo Lewis Glasgow 
Mont Go So of America
Gentilaan
low good and Kind letter of March lith have 2 
recieved I thank you for your' good mind© that you 
hare on me let the Almighty remember you for ever 
and ever Amen*
Ofrlend my beloved and. ray dear aquaintance 2 let you 
know all about now and I tell you that I am sorry 
that 2 left the 9*$* of America the free country wher 
ther is liberty Weep and cry all ye cohabitants in 
Glasgow Montana for your friend John Ginsberg indeed 
trouble trouble and gnashing of teeth took a hold 
upon me and my soul is full of weeping as it is writ* 
ten in the (f) book of the Psalms 2 water my couch 
with my tears all the night make I ray bed to avreera and
1 have no help in ray side hear ye all that befall m  
and understand my ©use in the valey county for in~ 
deed I was true to you I always colled mysoIfe your 
Friends and have tried t© do good always for Glasgow 
you know yourself© that I was very faithful to my 
master Mr0 £*&* ©oulraan I .swam (for) in the milk liver 
and I saved his horse- Biliee end more over you re* ■' 
member ©a %M, -©clock in. the night alson when the tmm- 
godly took *' hold on your business to destry you and
2 was your friend 1 colled you and thnk God you found 
yourself© safe good morning to you all my Pr-te-ads in 
Montana how are ye getting along I let you knew thak 
God. I am strong and helty Only 2 fall in the hands of 
the Russians Rulers from the fall tins till till now
* The following letters are reprinted in whole 
from the private papers of Robert M0 Lewis,, Ssq«« 
of Glasgow© Montana© who has kindly eonsented 
to their, inclusion in this study*,
and I am still arrested (still) o w  t o  rlson §e* 
cause I became a slttiaon of the B«3»■of America t 
tmU  a p m  pert is t o  9*3* of America far a years 
tine and I have paid them and I have tried • to go to 
my old home land for a visit to see my Forests .and all 
my friends so t past troghout damany Passably bat 
oh the Russian gate that is near Pros ton t o  Hull or s 
arrested ms'unlawfttly and they tech away from me my 
garment even till my shirt and they sold it once for 
all they tubbed me and toy carried me to the places 
wher they wanted a good many Jails'have they carried m  
and in the city of Flush Russia the Rollers in tor 
took away from me my American papers and 1 do not know 
■shat are they going to do with me 1 heard to gay that 
my case lies straight In the city of St Petersburg 
Russia but t o  answer is not come yet 1 let you know 
that I can not go no wen for en^loy&ent because 1 
h a w  no pas port with me now and-I suffer for ■dress a 
garment and 1 am in a Cgrate) greight need Flease 
let know all my friends 'in your little bright City 
Glasgow Montana dll about m  tell to your brother Mr 
John M* lewis and to Mr S. Eh Coleman and Missess 
■Coleman and A* J* McMillans also to Mr Mate and char- 
loss hall and Bid filace and to Mary Pltapotrick 1 
am sorry ho say If they are'able to assist me for I 
am In a greight distress Mhea the lord will lift me Up 
sometimes I will remember you also when I com© to 
my horn I was glad to see my parents but toy fooled 
me I don* % blame tom Because they have not seen me 
for 15 years home. I have found tom thank God Selby 
but but very poor they sent for me .Because toy 
thought me reach but new over their thought 1 fall in 
In truble let me know please if t o  9*8*. is able to- 
do anything for me forget not' on me Pardon me Because 
1 did not let you hear about »e for I was not in 
power to do it but now 1 hope tot 1 will -always write 
you. news in t o  next letter I will, write you a 
gralght dill more 1 am your Best friend and aqualnt- 
ance
dotm Ginsberg
Please send me sewer quick as lb la posible so will 
I to you also
AWEWXX tt 
{John Ginabarg to Robert 1* Lewis)
Cohn Ginsberg .
Minsk Pinsk Loheshte Russia ,
V 'dhna the pth
To my dear and wall Beloved friend 
Mr* Robert M;Lewis Glasgow Montana 
High educated J&ntllman . . .
Your let tor from April the 22*9$ .hare 1. received 
I pray you very much pardon me because I did not 
answer yon so long beXlve my word sir that 1 could 
not write to. you over my trouble. 1 can tell you 
that-ay heart'melted like m x  before the. fir© evry 
day ©vry hour and • evry moment. because • over my dis­
tress, and I look for.help and there is nobody on 
■my-sight but-one -God one thing is that 1 belive 
if you will ask at St 'Petersburg Russia again with 
another letter to the same place where you wrote be­
fore so they might be able to send me back to the 
G* S» of America fleas© sir do this on© time a favour 
for mm and write to the Legation of St Petersburg 
quick as it is posibl© and I hope that they will 
hear your Petition tell them please that 1 have writ­
ten to you the 2nd time that my wish is to go back 
to the V. S, of America my only and lovly home ask 
Please in the 'curt house in Glasgow Montana the val­
ley County Rollers and I hop© that they also will 
help you to write to St. Petersburg Russia and when 
the lord-Cod Almighty will bring me back to America 
than 1 will 'be happy and 1 will ever thank you and 
and Always I will be a friend to the valey County I 
let you know that 1 hear and I fill that 'yon are my 
best friend 1 'will' never ■ forget you I bare you in my 
mind evry hour and evry moment* ' 1 belive that you . 
fill ay pain and distress I was very sorry to hear 
your letter that the fir© dtstreyed your little City 
Glasgow Montana but I was glad to hear that the lord 
God saved you .and I hop© that he will Keep you for 
ever and he will take care on you now I see the 2nd 
time that the Lord God- loves you from fives and from 
fir© ho saved you
and be will give happiness ■ and fey always ■ to- you 
and he will protect you tell All ay friends in $laa- 
' gow montsrm about me -and tell them that 1 wish' them 
a blessing and 1 always'bare them, in my .mind, in* . 
'deed X would like to-'write to them'letters'hut 1 am 
not able to do it because 1 am in'a .great distress 
I have' no money to by; the s temps tell pleas-® your .
■' brother Mr lobn M». lewis and the boys® in your store 
1 everything about me 1. am'very sorry that 1 can not., 
see any more my friends 'in Glasgow Montana .1 am 
' your best and 'good friend that wish you' to have much 
happiness'-dohn Ginsberg •. ., ,
x n m a x  ixi ,
*
(John Ginebcrg.to Robert MU Lewis)
; , John Ginsberg .,.' .
fXnS'k Loheshia Russia 1095 .
to my dean and well beloved friend 
Hr .'Robert S* lewis Glasgow Montana 
United States of America
' Good and. lowly Gantilman
Your letter from'June the 8 1895 have X received 
I thank you very ranch for year goodness and your kind- 
ness "that you hare for me indeed I nan; tell ton th© 
truth that I have not .another friend in the Thole 
world like f m  0 ray friend .1 beg yon pardon me for 
not answering so .tfulek your letter" .from April the 22 
•95 My afllctlonsJand fcruobls was very great so that 
' 1 could not answer,, you, and mine, eye .was ,ful of. wiping 
■and .gnashing of .teeth' 1 was forgethfull as a doth 
man so that 1 hated ay life .and over ay diatros also 
■the same hut now l.hope 'that 1 will always answer 
your letters till ■ the lord God Almighty will shew 
Kindness to a© .and he. will bring a# hack to the U# 8#
' of America .and than God will remember you. -and me 
also and he will keep us for ever, 'and ever Amen
1 mm very .glad that you' has written me all about the 
statment from. Washington State I let you Enow that 
last fall tS9k when I was in Hamburg Jaraany it was 
imposible for me to hear the Advie of the American 
Consul over my distras that I hold
I belive that you know that yourself©# My borne 
name was Sehiaon but I did not like that name when I 
cam© to America so evry boy in Hew Castle Del# call­
ed me John instead of my one name that is the rison 
that I .©hanged my .name and second .1 was than very 
young so X sofferd my heart- to do so 1 like now the 
name John better than the name Schimon* Sir I»ewis 1 
belive that you know rule and you understand what is 
going the rollers in Washington to do for me if it- • 
is posible fore them- to deliver me quick from the Bog* 
sim. hands the Rullers in Russia know very well that 
i belong now to the U# &* of America, but they are
still humbling me lest fell 'la the Russian gat© 
that, is near frosbkea the Rullers rabbet .-ell my pro-' 
party from me I can not'see what business have they' 
got to to so, 1. still believe that the. XI4 ■ S. of 
America Is able to sew them for that and I believe 
that America will make them to pay for evry day' '
.-that"they are keeping me in Russia- great -wonders.' 
■will'be'when I will see you again, some times
0 ay-friends* o my'friends in Glasgow Montana how 
sorry I am to .tell-you ay bitter life that I have now 
In Russia I am fikt like a bird in a cage pity ye
me .all my friends tell all the Inhabitants in Montana 
that a true and a good politic man John Ginsberg Is 
sofferring let Glasgow County publish all this 
matter In the paper and let this dealings know In all 
the land of -America' perhaps they will be able to 
get me out quick from the Russian power
1 com© to the tJ„ S, of America' under my age a little 
bit before 1$ years but 1 call that I was 1$ years 
old and I lived in America, from 1$ years of age till 
,29' years.of age and always I behaved my self© very 
niely and kaneb I have done done for 'America good 
© I I  will do again for I like the free .and good con* 
try If not my parents I would never go back to Rus­
sia Once I have written a petition (such) with my 
one hand to the president of the S. in Washington 
but I do not .know whether he received it*- I am 
your true and best friend John Ginsberg
Please let know-My Kind Memory to your
brother Mr John M lewis
to Hr B* P, Coleman
to fir A. J* McMillans
to Sr -* w ■ n lab©
to Mr J* 8. fruscutt
to Mr Charles halls
-to- Mr Enright -and to his Wife
to Mlsess E* D. colman
once for all- to evry body in your little city Glasgow 
Montana
$h© same friend John Ginsberg
. /&FSH&XX' IV I ' '
(American minister to'Si* febersburg,. Clifton R*. Breckinridge fee John Gins- .
■ berg*.# ’
Legation' of the • United States '
St* Petersburg , August 31 .
: ’ - ■'Bepbember '12 .'1095..
■ johm Blagberg las«' ‘ •
■Sir? ■ ■
I have your letter of August lj|* His Excel* 
lency' the Minister' of the' Interior has decided that 
your case mast rest at present with the"Minister of 
Justice, this, for the present, end#-ay efforts to 
.get your case dismissed.
the Imperial Foreign Office informs m  that 
steps have .been taken by the Minister of justice'to 
hasten'your trial*
■ In. talking over your case with Baron Oaten* 
Beckon, of the Foreign Office, His Excellency inform# 
m  that it Is entirely proper for'you to make'your 
eon appeal to Sis Majesty the Saporor? and that Bis 
Majesty will certainly take into consideration all 
that you-may say in your behalf*' 'Such letters, 1 as 
informed, should he'addressed directly to- His Imper­
ial Majesty, and sent through the regular post.of­
fice channel* ■
In view of this conversation, 'and in accordance. . 
with it, % advise you to write to -Bis Imperial 
Majesty and state your case* Ask him to consent to 
your having'become a citizen of the Bolted States of 
Americas snd also ask him to order -that all pro* • 
deeding# against you for having left the Empire with* 
out Imperial consent, be discontinued.
fell 'His Majesty plainly In your own way. Just 
how you happened to. leave the Empire, and of your 
youthful age at that time* Also tell him plainly ih at 
you knew of the Laws of the Sapire upon the subject 
of leaving it* both at the time you left and at the 
tl«i@ you 'returned! and also- tell why you returned*
You can .gay to His Majesty that papers in your ease 
arc in the Imperial Foreign Office.
%' view- of the exceptional circumstances - in 
your'ease Mi$ Majesty may graciously have you set free 
at once?, tut of course you cannot be at all certain 
about this.
This legation will continue to Ho'all it can 
for you? hut the laws, of Russia and the -laws of the 
United States are exactly opposite to each other upon 
the subject of .your'arrest? and we must, depend, upon 
the circumstances of the case to secure that kind and 
humane spirit’ of administration which'the Imperial 
Gorerimont seems well disposed to show, and which 
seems to be provided for oases of persons who have not 
maliciously violated the regulations and laws.
Very truly yours
Clifton R. Breckinridge'*
. ; .wmmxy... . .
(Jmerieaa minister1, to St. Petersburg# 
Clifton R* Breckinridge to Robert M. 
lewis* Glasgow, Montana.}
Legation of.-the .United States February 2?, 1896
St* -Petersburg 7 -
Hr. Robert 15* Lewis |.- 
. ..Glaseov* Honbf..-
.United States America
Lear Sir?
I m  in receipt of ..your letter of - the 8th Inst, 
in regard to Mr. John Ginsberg* , It is now something 
like a .year since the Russian Government promised to 
nexpedite” his case# and said steps had been taken 
to do so*.. My belief has long been that trial meant 
conviction under existing laws# with exportation to 
Siberia for life* Ther© is a disposition* t cannot 
say how strong# to change the law in regard to such 
easess --vis. of acquiring citizenship In a foreign 
country- without consent and subsequently returning to 
Russia* ■ Our Government is doing- ail it can to pro- 
cure a more liberal, policy in this particular*. 
Ginsberg has' hover been confined* fey hope is that 
they will only do thin him until, they agree upon- a 
general change# and then let him return, to our coun­
try. -He writes.-to me occasionally and wants money*
I have sent him. a .little from time to- time to help 
him through the winter* If M s  friends could supple­
ment this -in a limited way it would doubtless be 
well bestowed. Is the meantime* for .reasons stated#
I think that to stir his case could only do him harm* 
This is my conclusion after making earnest and re­
peated efforts in his behalf,
/
Yours truly#
01 If ton. ft, "Breckinridge-*
mtmmix vi
(John Glnzberg to Robert n? bowls)
John Ginsberg 
Sisk Pinsk Loheshin Russia March the 10, 1096
to Mr Robert- M. Lewis
Glasgow ®ont* America
Beloved and dear friend
four letter from February the 
0th 10f6 cam© to ms in due season* I was very glad 
to hear from you also, Mow I let you.know, that I am 
not able to live Russia because my case is not finish* 
ed yet -and more over I can tell you that a few days 
ago the King of Russia sent back my petition to the 
Ruller of my native town to see -and to- Inquire my case 
and so the Kuller called for me and X myself gave 
account on evry thing that belongeth to my case and 
I hop when the King will see the account again then, 
will he pity me and he might shew kindness to such a 
poor-man...as I m#  ' >
0 my darling. friend t am sorry to tell you how I now • 
spend my days in v&inity and so I have upended near 
tow years In nothing and still. God knowes what will b© 
the end there of 1 confess that I- fill in my mind
and in .my body swathing like a death man but still we 
must hope for the best
1 tell you that I live with -my parents the whole 
time-along-and I will live with them till the end of 
my case they ere- not, able to Keep me but they have to 
keep because over them I fail in -into trouble and ray 
duly life is dark as the night bitter is my life I
m  only watlng from day to night somthing like Jay 
Bush in Glasgow Montana My friend o ay loving friend
fou Remember- that I was an example in your little town lasgow and so I have tried to shew myself© evry time 
higher and higher but now the Lord -God punished me 
that I can not do the same game again And the life of 
the people in thown that .is around me is: also very 
poor and mlsrable because they are to many1 and they 
have not enough ground for themselfes they are the most 
©f them farmers they Keep little farms but they have 
not broad for them selfs out- of their -ground they, 
always buy© their- bread, on the somer they have a lit* 
tie work■in their farms'
But soon as the fall and winter comes-so they have 
nothing ho'do-, they'have,-no- work shops and there la is 
-nothing getting on around them 
And also in this -tom lives 200 famllis very poor 
dews people- some- of them shew makers some talours som 
heavy drivers something like bldy your nabour in 
Glasgow Montana the .weagers- - in this town is 1S> cent a 
day and 10 cent a- day. Man .and horse JO -cent. a day 
now can you understand how poor the-people' are 1 am 
your friend that hope, soon to hear from you 
lota Ginsberg -
APPENDIX VII 
(Secretary of State Olney to Hobart !3, Lewis)
' Department Of State 
Washington,
. 1/f December 2l: , 1&9&
Robert U» Lewis» Esquire,
Glasgow, Montana*
Sin-
Referring to your letter of April 23, 1895, in 
regard to John Ginsberg, I enclose copy of a'dispatch 
from otir Charge'd*Affaires, at St* Petersburg, report­
ing that he has been convicted of the crime .of changing 
his nationality without the : consent; of the Imperial 
Government and sentenced to deprivation of civil rights 
and banishment from the Empire# It is .stated that 
funds must be furnished by his friends to pay for his 
passage through the'Empire and through Germany, other­
wise he'will be sent to Siberia*
I am. Sir, 
your obedient- servant,
(Richard Olney)
Enclosure;
Prom Hr* 'Pierce, No* 451, December 5, 1896.
(Inclosure 1)
(This dispatch is printed in full in 
Foreign Relations*)
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atnssbu iri.ii
(List-of donors to a fund to pay the costs of John Ginsberg* s. return voyage to the United. States s)
We the undersigned hereby subscribe1 the mount set opposite our names to defray the expenses of brans* porfcation for John Ginsberg from Russia to Bow York in order to save him from being deported to Siberia
B, 1* howls Paid 20 •*•(Illegible} If $ 00A J Wedum . 8 $ 00Lewis Hoffman •« 1 00J.f, oietfelly- t? 1 00Chas« 1. Hall » 1.J. J. Kerr « 1H. W. Whith « 1 00I'D Coleman • II % 00Cash. It SoE. o. Oleven It I 00w. j, Gleason' It 1 00R W JVledl It 1 00JuC, Beale it 1 00Cash tt SODaniel Lewin t* 1 00fhos'l Jones « 1 00■W, F* Prentice H 1 00B. J* Davidson » 1 00
49 00
APPERDIX IX ,
(Receipts for funds sent to John Ginsberg.)
(lo. I.)
Receipt
Ho. gilOOk Bee. 2d, 1896 . . .
Received from Messrs. Lewis Bros * . . i;;
Qiasggon
the sms of 0 50. .
for a draft of this date and number in fa­
vor of.• C» 8. Breckinridge
  tr b b« _ _ _ _ _ _
amounting to.... R. 95...
Bram on ‘lit ..feteirsbui».E
iieo bras ■ &f
85
(8o, 2)
Ho* 511005 Poo* 28 1896
^      1 WQ**'»
Received from Lev/i a Bros* _ . _ . .
,. Glasgow Uant* ...... ' ■
the oh®'of t .10*.. . . ■ ... • . .: .... ■ .
for a draft of this date and number to favor 
of   . . . . .fehn. Otossberg. . _ ...   _. _ ~ .
amounting to R.»19 * 
drawn on St Petersburg
Hico Drag AP
APPEKDIX X
(Secretary State oiney to Robert H,'Lewis)
tmmtmm op . stats#
K/T WASBIHGTG1.
February 13,' 189?
Robert ft* Lewis# Esquire#
Glasgow# Montana,
Sirs*
Referring to year letter Of deoeraber 26th last,
1 have to say that the Department Is advised by our 
Charge dfAffaires at St- Petersburg that John Ginsberg 
.has been ■ seat to Libau and that our Consul at Riga 
will arrange for his passage to Antwerp# advancing 
him ninety-five roubles, the amount of the draft for­
warded by you*
1 a®, Sir#
four obedient servant#
(Richard Qlaey)
APPENDIX XI
(American minister at 'St* Petersburg* Clifton R* 
Breckinridge to Robert M. Lewis*) ■
LEGATION OF THE UNITID STATES 
ST* PETERSBURG*
March 9* l89?*
Messrs * Lewie Brothers *
Glaseow, Mont*
Dear Sirs?
Referring to your letter of December 26th* 2 
hare the pleasure to say that John' Gin&herg sail© d 
from Libau for London several days'ago*,- He was 
supplied, through our Consul at Riga* with the R95 
you seat for him*
Tours truly*
(Clifton R* Breckinridge)
Axmmxxtx
(Assistant Secretary of -Stitt# Roekhill to Robert !S* Lewis,}
OSPAIttMEB? OP SfAfl,K/I WASHIHGTOH.
March 25, % m *
Robert M, Lewis, Esquire,Glasgow* Montana,
Sir;-
The Department is In' receipt of a dispatch, from our Minister to Russia reporting that he .had been advised by our Consul at Riga that <Tobn Ginsberg had left Libau for London by the steamer *Kiowtt* ninety-* fire roubles, the proceeds of your draft, were ad­vanced by the-Consul to Mr. Ginsberg*
Respectfully yours, 
<#* w, Roekhill)
Asiiataab Secretary,
